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SUMMARY OF CHANGE 

��c ion exchnoger K-2 dedicated to FTC/SFP Cleanup Syste= and oade 
pri�ary routing for Cs-137 removal with SDS now as a backup. Added to 
sections 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.6.3, 1.6.4, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.�, 3.4, 3.5 and 4.2 
inforrn�t·ion on 1<-2 given previously in system descrivtion 2-H72-DWC0l 
(Ref. 13). Any information adried to or changed from that given 
previously in Ref. 13 is listed below. 

Added capability to bypass level switch on K-2 (sectiou �.5) for draining 
and filling. 

Added low & high level set points for 1<-2 level switches LSL-40 and 
�li-40. 

Deleted plug valve VlOO. Now 'JSe V099 to isolate 4 inch hose on return 
line to the FTC. 

Completed description of Ref. 18f. Added Ref. 18k through 18q, 19, 20, 
21 and 22. 

Added capability to route to K-2 & SDS simultaneously. 

Inlet/Outlet manifolds for filter canisters are not skid mounted. 

Normal operational mode nuw is 400 gpm from FTC filtered and returned to 
Fuel Pool A. 30 gpm is also processed in K-2. 

Cesium concentration levels changed to read equivalent cesium 
concentration. 

Deleted sect icon 4. 3; corrected ref. 22b; revised ion exc-1.anger mo:iel, 
ASL-17 s�tpoint; made method of fillin�/refilling optional in sections 
3.1 and 3.6; revised wordin� in section 4.4; corrected pump number in 
section 4.5; delete sentence section 2.3. 
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2-!i72-DWC02 

1.0 DESIGN DESCJUPTION 

-.. 

1.1 Sumaary 

The fuel transfer canal/spent fuel pool cleanup system 1s a 
te�porary liquid processing system which is designed to process 
water contained in the spent fuel pool and/or the fuel transfer 
canal. The system's maj�r functions are: 

a) to filter the water contained in the spent fuel pool and/or the 
fuel transfer canal to remove suspended solids above a nominal 
.5 cicron rating. This is done to caintain the clarity of the 
water to a 1 NTU rating. 

b) to reroove soluble fission products !roc the spent fuel pool or 
the fuel transfer canal by demineralization of the water. This 
is done to keep the eq�ivalent Cs-137 concentration less than 
.02 �ci/ml and thus reduce the dose rate contribution of the 
water. Also, a flowpath to EPlCOR II via the RCBI's is provided 
to recove Sb-125 in the event that high Sb-125 levels are 
encountered. 

1.2 References 

1. Planning Study, Defueling �'ter Cleanup System Doc. No. 
TPO/TMI-046 

2. Technical Plan, Defueling Water Cleanup System Doc. No. 
TPO/THI-047 

3. Division I, Sy3tem Design Description, Defueling Water Cleanup 
System Doc. No. 2-R72-DWC0l 

4. Bechtel Drawing 2-M74-D�C0l, Defueling Water Cleanup (DWC) 
Reactor Vessel Cleanup System P&ID 

5. Bechtel Drawing 2-M74-DWC02, Defueling Water :leanup (DWC) Fuel 
Transfer Canal/Spent Fuel Pool Cleanup System P&ID 

6. Bechtel Drawing 2-H74-DWC03, Defueling �nter Cleanup (DWC) 
Auxiliary Systems P&lD 

7. Bechtel Drawing 2-POA-6401, General Arrangement Fuel Handling 
Building Plan El. 347'-6. 

8. Bechtel Drawing 2-POA-1303, General Arrangement Plenum Removal 
Reactor Building 

9. DCN No. 2026-30-2, Flow Diagram Spent Fuel Cooling and Decay 
Heat Recoval 

10. Burns & Roe Drawing No. 2026, Flow Diagram Spent Fuel Cooling 
and Decay Heat Removal 

·. 
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2-H72-DWC02 

11. CPU Drawing No. 2R-950-2l-001 P&ID Composite Submerged 
Demineralizer System 

12. THI-2 R�covery Division System Design Description for Submerged 
Demineralizer System� Dec. No. SD 3"27-005 

13. Division System Design Description for Reactor Vessel Cleanup 
System, Doc. No. 15737-2-M72-DWC0l 

14. lnstru�ent lnde�, Doc. No. 15737-2-J16-001 

15. Design Engineering Valve List, Doc. No. 15737-2-Pl6-001. 

16. TIH-2 Recovery Mechanical Equipment List, Bechtel North American 
Power Corp., Job 15737 

17. Standard For Piping Line Specif1cat1ona, Doc. No. 15737-2-P-001. 

18. B<!chtd Piping lsocetrics 

a) 2-P60-DWCOl-D�CS-Puapc P-2A&B, P-3A&B, P-4A&B, and 
Miscellaneous Details 

b) 2-P60-�C02-DWCS - Reactor Vessel Filter Trains A & B -
Inlet Manifold Piping 

.· 

c) 2-P60-D�C03-DWCS - Reactor Vessel Filter Trains A & B -
Outlet Manifold Piping 

d) 2-P60-DWC04-DW�S - Transfer Canal/Fuel Pool Filter Traina 
A & B - Inlet Manifold Pi?ing 

e) 2-P60-D\JC05-DWCS - Reactor Vead Filter Train Sample Unea 

f) 2-P60-��C06-DWCS - Discharge Piping from Sample Boxes No. 
1 & No. 2 to Penetration R-537 

g) 2-P60-DWC07-DWCS - Samples Linea Upstream & Downstream of 
Ion Exchangers 

h) 2-P60-DWC08-DWCS - Forwarding Pumps P-6 and P-7, Suction & 
Discharge Piping 

i) 2-P60-DWC09-DWCS - Forwarding Pumps P-6 and P-7 Discharge 
Piping 

j) 2-P60-DWC10-DWCS - Supply Piping to Ion Exchanger� K-1 & 
K-2, Supply � Discharge Piping from Post Filter P-8 

k) 2-P60-DWC11-DWCS - Supply Piping to Ion Exchangers K-1 & 
K-2 

1) 2-P60-DWC12-DWCS - Borated Water Flush Piping from SPC-T-4 
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2-H72-DWC02 

m) 2-P6Q-�Cl3-DWCS - Transfer Canal/Fuel Pool Filter Traina 
"A" &. "B" Outlet Manifold Piping 

n) 2-P60-DWC14-t"CS - Transfer Canal/Fuel Pool Filter Traina 
"A" & "B" Outlet Manifold Discharge Piping, Supply & 
Discharge to Booster Pump P-5 

o) 

p) 

q. 

2-P60-D�Cl5-DWCS - Nitrogen Suppy Piping to SPC-t-4 and 
Dryins Station 

2-P60-D�Cl6-DWCS - Discharge Piping !roo DWC Booster Pump 
P-5 

2-P60-DWC17 DWC Miscellaneous Piping Details 

·19, ECA No. 3245-84-0034 - Dcfuel1ng Water Cleanup System 
Penetration Modifications 

20. ECA No. 3525-84-0041 - Definition of the Defueling Water Clean•tp 
System (DWCS) 

21. ECA No. 3527-84-0042 - SDS Tie-in to DWCS 

22. Bechtel Area Piping Drawings 

a. 

b. 

2-P70-DWC03 D�CS Hose Network Reactor Bldg. Plan 
El. 347'-C." 
2-P70-DWC04 DWCS Hose Network Fuel Handling Bldg. Plan 
El. 347'-6" 

1. 3 Detailed System Description 

1. 3. 1 Description 

The fuel transfer cana l/spent fuel pool cleanup system is 
a liquid procedsing system which can process water from 
the spent fuel pool and/or the fuel transfer canal. For 
the corresponding P&ID's see references 4, 5, and 6. Some 
valves identified herein hav� been given an instrumenta-

jz 

tion designator us vell a s  a valve number. When tLla � 

'• 

occurs, the instrument designator is shown in parentheses 
a fter the valve number. 

The spent fuel pool {SFP) and the dee� end of the fuel 
transfer canal (FTC) will be filled vith vater to a level 
of 327 ft.-8 in. A dam vith top elevation 328 ft.-2 in. 
separates the shallov and deep ends of the FTC. 

�� vertical submersible vell pumps, P-3A/B, are located 
in the FTC. Each ia capable of pumping a net 200 gpm. A 
20 gpm continuous recycle protects the pump motor. P-3A/B 
take suction from trough-type skimmer U-7 via a 6 inch 
flexible hose. A a econdary, 4 inch, subsurface inlet 
below the skimmer vill prevent pump starvation due to 
akimmer congeation. 
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2-H72-D�C02 

Pucps P-JA/B diecharge to the FTC/SFP filter canister• via 
Reactor Buildi,,g penetration �-524. The internals of 
check valve SF-Vl90 are removed to make use of existing 
piping conne�ted to R-524. 

Two vertical submersible well pumps, �-4A/B, identical to 
P-3 A/B in the fTC, ar� located in the SFP. P-4A/B take 
suction from trough-type skimmer, U-8, similar to U-7. 

The system has four particulate filters, each capable of 
filter�ng a flow of 100 gpm. The filters are contained in 
modified fuel canisters submersed in the SFP to provide 
the appr�priate radiation shielding. These filters are 
C•lpable of remo�ing debris, mainly fuel fines (U02) Pnd 
core debris (Zr02), down to a 0.5 micron rating. Since 
the canisters contain fuel fines, they are designed to 
prevent a criticality condition from existing when they 
have been loaded. 

The four pumps and four filters are normally manlfoldej so 
one puop from e�ch source discharges to one pair of 
filters. Therefore, the filtration portiou of the system 
is divided into two trains. Train A contain� puops P-JA 
and P-4A and filter canisters ·-9 3nd F-10. �rain B 
contains pu�ps P-38 a�d P-48 and filter canisters F-11 and 
F-12. In the nor�l mode the system filters 400 gpm from 
the FTC and returns the filtrate to the SFP. The system 
can be manifolded to filter 200 gpm from the FTC and 
200 gpo from the SfP or 400 gpo trom either source. This 
pump arrangement provides both flexibility in operations 
and the redundancy to permit continued operation during 
puop maintenance. 

A filter canister is used continuously until the 
d ifferential pressure reaches a set point (See section 
2.2). At this point the eystem is shutdown and then, 
after a waiting period of approxim�tely 5 minutes, it is 
restarted. The differential pressure is noted and if it 
returns to a low value the system will be run again to the 
pressure setpo1L�. This process is repeated until the 
differential prersure at restart reaches a value near the 
shutdown setpo1o.. When this occurs vithin one hour of 
restart, the trt,�n is shutdown and the filters are 
replaced. 

filter canisters ore not reusable. The filter canister� 
are connected �o inlet and outlet =�nifolds via 2-1/2 inch 
fle�ible hoses with cam and groove couplings. 

Once the water has ueen filtered, all, or a portion of the 
flow can be returned to ita source (either the SFP or the 
FTC). The amount of water pumped from its.source is 
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2-H72-DWC02 

controlled by manually adjusting globe valves V097 A/B. 
the return path to the FTC uses Reactor Building 
penetration R-539. At each source the return path splits 
into tvo 2-inch returns to provide back pressure to valveo 
V097 A/B. One two inch retu=n is used for 200.gpm 
operation; ooth are used for 400 gpm operation. 

A portion of the flov not returned directly to source can 
be further processed through either Uat: DWC ion exchanger 
K-2 or the submerged demineralizer system (SDS). Routing 
to the SDS is provided as a backup to K-2 and to augment 
total processing capability during times of high cesium 
concentration in either source. the DWC ion exchanger K-2 
can process 30 gpm. The ion exchange media is a bed of 
zeolite resin which will remove Cs-137. The resin is 
contained in a 4 x 4 liner, similar to those used in 
EPlCOR li. K-2 in!�uent is regulated by flow control 
valve V085 (FV-15) while K-2 effluent is regulated by 
level control valve V070 (LV-46). If either high or low 
levels occur in K-2, LSJI-40 or LSL-40 will trip both 
isolalion valve V069, halting influent, and solenoid valve 
Vl56, shutting of! air supply to �C forwarding pucp P-7, 
thus halting effluent. 

Tvo post filters are provided. Filter canister post 
filter F-8 p=otects K-2 froc susp�nded solids in the event 
of a canister filter media rupture. DWC post filter F-7 
is located downstream of the forvardin� pump to prevent 
the migration of resin fines. DWC forwarding pucp P-7, �n 
air driven reciprocating diaphram pump, provides the head 
to return flow to either source. 

The SDS can process lS gpm. The DWC Booster P�p, P-5, is 
provided to incr�•se the pressure to 140 psig to overcome 
the high SDS ditferential pressure. P-5 suction pressure 
will vary invers�ly with pressute differential across the 
filter canisters. When the filter cani�ters are clean P-5 
will experience maximum auction pres� •:e. Since P-5 
outlet pressure is controlled, pu�p flovrate varies. 
Pressure regulator Vl22 (PCV-26) controls SDS inlet 
pressure at 140 psig, bypassing excess flow past SDS. PSV 
R-1 16 provided downstream of the DWC Booster Pump to 
prevent overpressuring the �DS due to Vl22 (PCV-26) 
failure. From the SDS, flow is routed to either the FTC 
or SFP. 

In the event of high Sb-125 levels, the return flow from 
K-2 can be routed to the reactor coolant bleed tanks for 
batch processing through EPICOR II. 
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2-H72-DWC02 

System Components 

F-7/8 Filter Canister Post Filter and DWCS Post Filter 

Type: Disposable Ca rtridge 
Hodel: Filterite No. 921273 Type 
18�503C-304-2-FADB-Cl50 
Rating: 0. 45 micron nominal rem�val rating 
Flow: �0 to 30 gpm 

F-9, F-10, F-11, F-12 Fuel Transfer Canal/Spent Fuel Pool 
filters 

Type: Pleated sintered metal media 
Monel: Pall Trinity special product contained in a 
criticality safe canister 
Rating: 0. 5 micron !oomiual Recoval Rating 
Flow: \00 gpm 

K-2 Ion Exchanger 

Type: Zeolite resin contained in a 4' x 4' HlC 
Model: Nuclear Packaging 50 ft3, Envi:alloy, 

De�inera lizer/HlC 
Flow: 30 gpm 

P-3 A/B Fuel Transfer Canal Pumps 
Type: Vertical, 2 stage, subcersible pump; Goulds 
codel VIS, size 9AHC, 5.56 in impeller 
Hetalurgy: Stainless steel bowl, bronze impeller, 
416SS shaft 
Motor: Franklin Electric 25 HP, 3550 rpm, 460V, 3 phase 
Rating: 220 gpm at 264 ft 
Shutoff head: 289 ft. 
Hin Flow: 20 �po (recircula tion) 

P-4A/B Spent Fuel Pool Pucps 
Identica� to P-3A/B 

P-5 DWC Rooster Pump 
Type: Regenerative turbine, 2 stage, SIHI model AEHY 
31�2 BN 112. 42.4 
Hetalurgy: 316SS casing with 316SS shaft, impeller, 
and internals 
Motor: 5 HP, 1750 rpm 
Rating: 15 gpm at 250 ft 
Shutoff head: 390 ft (at min flow) 
Min Flow: 5 gpm 
Seals: Mechanical, John Crane type 1 with tungsten 
carbide seal faces 

P-7 Forwarding Pump 

Type: Air driven double diaphragm pump 
Hodel: B.A. Bromley Heavy Metal Pu:p Hodel No. H25 
Material: Stainless Steel with Viton diap�ragms 
Rating: 60 feet TDH at 60 gpm 
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1.4 

PCV-26 Pressure regu!at��. SDS byeaaa 
Capacity: 2� gpm 

PSV R-1 Relief Valve 
Capacity: 30 gpm 
Orifice: Size E, 0.196 io2 
Set Pressure: 150 psig 

2-H72-DWC02 

For further in!orcatt�n on valves nnd instrumentation, refer to the 
valve tist (Ref. 15) and the instrument index (Ref. 14). For a 
listing of all equipQent see the TMI-2 Recovery Mechanical EquipQent 
List (Ref. 16). For piping in!or�olion see the Standard for Piping 
Line Specifications (Ref. 17). 

Systcc P�rformance Characteristics 

The syste� is designed to function in any of the modes of operation 
shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1 

Fuel Tra11sfer Canal/Spent Fuel Pool Cle.. JP System Operational Configurations 

filter Flow (CPH) SDS Flow (�PM) K-2 Flow (CP�t) 

Fro111 FTC From SPA From FTC Fro. SFP Froo FTC From SFP 
400 (200) 0 0 --0 -

0 0 
400 (200) 0 15 0 0 0 
400 (200) 0 0 0 30 0 
400 (200) 0 15 0 30 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

200 
200 
200 
200 
200 

400 (200) 0 0 0 0 
400 (200) 0 15 0 0 
400 (200) 0 0 0 30 
400 (200) 0 15 0 30 

200 0 0 0 0 
200 15 0 0 0 
200 0 lS 0 0 
200 0 0 30 0 
200 0 0 0 30 

(numbers in brackets indicate 1 pump operation) 

The operational mode is determined baaed upon which source needs to 
be processed. Normally, 400 gpm from the fuel transfer canal are 
filtered and 30 gpm of the fitrate is processed through owe ion 
exchanger K-2. The total discharge flow (400 gpm) is returned to 
the spent fuel pool to create an inflow to the fuel transfer canal 
through the open fuel transfer tubes. 
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The other modes of operation are chosen based on the solids �nd 
Cs-137 concentrations in the sources. The filter flow rate is 
chosen based on the concentration of solids in the sources. If one 
source experiences a high solids loading, 400.gpm from that source 
could be filtered to more rapidly reduce the Bolids loading. During 
this time, the other source could not be processed through this 
system. During periods of high Cs-137 loading, an additional 15 gpa 
could be processed through the SDS which would reduce the recovery 
time of the source. 

Syste� Arrangement 

References 7 and 8 present the positioning of equipment. Well pumps 
P-3 A/B, are submersed in 10 inch diameter wells in the north end of 
the fuel transfer canal in the Reactor Building. The wells are 
�onnected by a 6" flexible hose to ski�er U-7 located at the dam 
separRting the deep and shallow ends of the fuel transfer canal. 
Well pumps P-4A/B are subQersed in the northeast end of spent fu�l 
pool "A" in the Fuel Handling Building. These wells are connected 
by a 6 �lexible hose to skic�er U-8 located at the south end of the 
SFP. 

The discharge of pumps P-3A/B and P-4A/B is routed to the filter 
canisters inlet manifold near the northeast end of the SFP. The 
filter isolation valves, vent valves, and manual control valves 
V090A/B (HV-64A/E) are also located there. The filter outlet 
manifold is adjacent to the inlet manifold. 

Filter canisters F-9, F-10, F-11, and F-12 are submersed in the SFP 
in the north end of the dense pack fuel rack. They are connected to 
the inlet and outlet manifolds by 2-1/2 inch steel guarded, 
flexible, coded hoses equipped with cam and groove couplings. The 
coupling at the fuel Cdoister is modified !or long handled t?Ol 
operation. 

From the filter outlet manifold the water is routed either directly 
back to source or to the DWC ion exchanger K-2 or SDS for further 
processlng. The DWC ion exchangers are located behind appropriate 
shielding in the northwest end of the Fuel Handling Building. The 
forwarding pump P-7 is located near K-2. 

The system uses the following existing penetrations which have been 
modified for their temporary function. Armored hose is used 
downstream of penetration R-539 to the FTC. 

Penetration No. 

R-524 

R-539 

Spent Fuel 
Cooling 

Decay Heat Closed 
Cooling Water 

Modified 
Function 

Disr;harge from 
Fuel Transfer 
Canal Pumps 

Return to Fuel 
'Transfer Canal 
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2-M72-DWC02 

1.6 Instr�=�ntation and Control 

1.6.1 Controls 

The components of this syatem are located in accessible areas 
of the Fuel Handling Buil�ing. With the exception of the DWC 
ion exchanger loop, valve alignment and adjustment is 
performed m3nually to achieve the proper flows to and from 
the various sources. 

The flow to DWC ion exchanger K-2 is regulated automntically 
by flow control valve V085 (FV-15). K-2 effluent is 
regulated automatically by level control Vdlve V070 (LV-46). 

1.6. 2 Power 

The pu111p cotors are supplied with 480V power through a motor 
control center which is energized by nn existing unit 
substation located in the Auxilinrt Building. A stepdown 
transformer will provide 120 VAC for valve operation �nd the 
control panel. 

1.&. 3 Monitoring 

Monitoring equipment is provided to evaluate the performance 
of the system and to aid in proper operation of the system. 

PI-25 monitors the Booster P�p discharge pressure to verify 
the correct operation of both the pump and the bypass 
pressure regulator, Vl22 (PCV-26) 

Fl-15 and FQI-15 monitor the flovrate and total flow of 
filtered wa:er routed to DWC ion �xchanger K-2 

AE-16 and AE-17 monitor pH and boron concentration in the 
water leaving SDS to verify these parameters were not altered 
during ion exchange 

Fl-23A and FQI-23A monitor the flovrate and total flow of 
filtered water returned directly to the FTC 

Fl-238 a:td FQI-238 monitor the flovrate and total flow of 
filtered vater returned directly to toe SFP 

Fl-60 & FQI-60 monitor flovrate and total flov to the SDS to 
measure system performance and to record vater processed 

DPI-22A/B monitor the differential pressure across the 
filter canisters to determine degree of lo�ding and therefore 
time of replacement 

LI-46 monitors the liquid level in DWC ion exchanger K-2 
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FCC-Ll-102 and SF-Ll-102 monitor the water level in· the Fuel 
Transf�r Canal and Spent Fuel Pool. They are ?anel mounted 
in the control room. The level indication system is a 
bubbler type system. A high or low level in the FTC and/or 
SFP will ala� (FCC-LAHL-103 and/or SF-LAHL-103) at the panel 
in the control room. 

PI-81 and Pl-82 monitor the pressure in the two instrument 
air manifolds in the Fuel Handling Building 

The process fluid conditions can be sampled to determine the 
effectiveness of the system. T�e capability to obtain grab 
samples of process fluid has been provided at the inlet and 
outlet piping of the Fuel ·:ranst"er Canal/Spent Fuel Pool 
Filter Trains A and B. Crab sa�ples may also be taken on the 
inlet/outlet lines to the DWC ion exchnngers as well as 
several points in the SDS. 

1. 6. 4 !_rips 

Low or high liquid levels in DWC ion exchanger K-2 will 
terminate flow to and fro� K-2. Both LSL-40 and LSH-40 trip 
closed the inlet isolation vabe V069 and P-7 air supply 
isolation valve Vl56. 

A locally �ounted switch is provided at K-2 �o override the 
level trips to fill and drain the ion exchanger. A signal 
alarm at the DWC control panel will notify the operator that 
the override is engaged. 

1.7 System Interfaces 

Those systems interfacing with the DWC are as follows: 

a) Standby Reactor Pressure Control System (existing) 
Use: Provide a source of borated water for backflushing 
Tie-in: A single connection from SPC-T-4 downstream of SPC-Vl 
to the inlet manifold piping for the Fuel Transfer Canal/Spent 
Fuel Pool Filters, Traina A and D 

h) Submerged Deminerallzer System (existing) 
Use: ?rovlde a system for soluble fission product processing. 
Tie-in: To downstream of pump WC-P-1 of SDS from downstream of 
fuel lransfer Canal/SpeLt Fuel Pool Filters. From downstream 
of the SDS polishing filter to downstream of the DWCS manual 
control valves V097A/B. 

c) Instrument Air System (existing) 
Use: Provide source of instrument air to equipment. 
Ti�-in: At existing valves AH-V220 and IA-Vl71 

d) Service Air System (exi&tins) 
Use: Provide a source of service air to the forwarding pump 
P-7. 
Tie-in: Service Station 87 plus another station if Leeded 
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1.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The defueling water cleanup system is classiiied according to the 
safety functions of its parts. There are three classifications in 
this system: 

a. Portions cf the system associated with ion exchange processing 
are considered to be a radioactive waste processing system; 
therefore, these portions of the aystem shall be subject to the 
quality assurance cuidelines contained in NRC Regulatory Guide 
1.143. 

b. The filter canisters are classified as nuclear safety related 
and are designed �o prevent a condition tl�t could result in a 
return to nuclear criticality of the fuel retained in the 
filters. 

c. The reoain1ng portions of the system are subject to the BSAPC 
non-safcty-:elated quality assurance program. 

The TMI-2 Recovery QA Plan will be applicable for work perforaed on 
site. 

2.0 Systco Limitations, Setpotnts, and Precautions 

2.1 Limitations 

The system is flow limited to 200 gpm through each filter train, 15 
gpm through SDS and 30 gpo through the DWC ion exchanger K-2. 

The filter canisters (F-9, F-10, F-11, F-12) are limited to a 45 psi 
pressure differential. At this point an alarm on a local panel will 
inform the operator of the need to stop and restart the system or to 
remove and replace the filter. 

The post filters are limited to 10 psi pressure differential. At 
this point the filters are considered fully loaded and are changed 
out. 

The system should not be started and stopped frequently since the 
canister filter precoat is lost during a shutdown; thus it will be 
necessary to reestablish a precoat on starting up befo:e processing 
through SDS or K-2. 

2.2 Setpoints 

ASL-17 Trips alarm on a low boron concentration of 4850 ppm. 

DPSH-22A & DPSH-228 Trip alarm at 45 psi pressure differential 
across the FIC/SFP filter trains A & B. 
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LSL-40 & LS!I-40 Trip alarm, trip closed inlet isolation valve V069 
and trip closed P-7 air supply valve Vl56, shutting down P-7. Lov 
level set point is 10 inches below top of ion exchanger. High level 
set point is 4 inches below top of ion exchanger (i.e •• ± 3• from 

lz normal liquid level). 

PSV-R-1 Set to relieve at 150 psig vith 10: overptessure to protect 
SDS. 

PCV-26 Regulates upstream pressure (SDS inlet pressure) at 140 psig. 

SF-LIS-103 & FCC-LIS-103 Trip alarms on high or low levels in the 
SFP and FTC. Low level set point is 327 ft-5 in. High level set 
point is 327 ft-11 in. 

2.3 Precautions 

Due to the use of quick disconnect couplings, extra care should be 
taken to ensure that the couplings are properly connected and that 
they are connected in the proper locations. 

The filter canioters operate by a surface filtration cethod, and 
their efficiency increases as a cake is built up on the surface of 
the media. Therefore, the build up of this cake is an important 
part of the filtration process. To prevent the cigration of fines 
to the post filter, the ion exchange portion of the system should 
oot be started until a cake has begun to be formed on the media. 
This can be verified by observing the turbidity of the filter 
effluent. When the filter train is starteJ up, there will be an 
initial turbidity spike caused by smaller particles passing through 
the media. As the cake is built, these particles are stopped and 
the turbidity decreases. Once the turbidity reaches a level of 10 
NTU or less. the ion �xchan�e portion of the system can be started. 
Also, to prevent the breakdown of the cake, the system should not be 
started or stopped unnecessarily. 

The portion of the startup procedures concerning the vell pumps 
should be strictly adhered in order to prevent the rapid filling of 
an empty manifold. This situation could cause a harmful pressure 
vave to develop which might damage the canister filter media. 

The Reactor Building penetrations R-524 at elevation 293 ft-6 in and 
R-539 at elevation 320 ft are both below the water level of 327 ft-6 
in. When in use the connecting piping/bose should be periodically 
checked since a line break vill cause water to be lost from the 
system. When not in use, the hose should be isolated by closing 
valves Vll7A/B and V-099 (9ee discussion in section 4.5). 
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3.0 OPERATIONS 

3.1 Initial Fill 

To initially fill the SFP & FTC borated water from the Spent Fuel 
Cooling System may be pucped from the borated water storage tank, 
DH-T-1, by the spent fuel cooling pumps, SF-P-lA/B. To fill the FTC 
the water may be routed through penetration R-524 and into the FTC 
through the 3 inch fill line downstream of the P-3A discharge check 
valve. To fill the SFP, V087A/B and V097B are opened and the 
borated water may be routed through the filter canisters and through 
the normal return process path to the SFP. 

The system is filled initially by borated water from the standby 
reactor coolant pressure system through the backflushing system 
provided (see section 3.7). The filters are filled to the inlet and 
�utlet manifolds. 

To initially fill lhe DWC ion exchanger K-2, the level switch LSL-40 
must be overrided (see section 1.6.4) until low level is attained. 
At this time the ov�rride swJtch should be returned to normal 
O?eration for further filling. 

3.2 Startup 

Prior to starting the system, the suction valve alig�ent is 
verified for the mode of operation selected. The valves to the ion 
exchange portions of the system are also verified to be closed. ·The 
puop discharge isolation valves are closed and the cross-tie valves 
are closed. The pucp for one train is started and allowed to 
operate on minimum recirculation flow. The isolation valve for this 
pump is slowly opended. Then the hand control valve V090 A or B 
(HV-64 A or B) is opened 10% and any trapped air vented through 
manual <ent valves located on the inlet and outlet manifolds. After 
venting, V090 (HV-64) is opened fully. Once this has been 
accomplished, flow is started by slowly opening the appropriate 
outlet cross-tie valve(s). Once one train has been started, the 
other train, if desired, may be brought into service in the same 
manner. 

Filter performance �ill initially increase with time as a cake forms 
on the filter surface. Therefore, the filtered water should be 
returned directly to source without further processing until this 
cake forms, as evidenced by a decrease in turbidity. A turbidity 
below 10 NTU is sufficient to route to K-2 or SDS. 

!he DWC ion exchanger K-2 should always be brought to normal 
ope�ating liquid level prior tc operation of this portion of the 
system. Either borated flush water or filtered water of less than 
10 NTU can be used. If the liquid level is below the low level 
trip, the level switch trip override must be engaged until low level 
is established (sec section 3.1). Once normal level is established, 
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the air supply solenoid valve Vl56 is opened. Pressure regulator 
Vl57 (PICV-58) is then manually adjusted to the pressure required to 
maintain the desired flowrate. Flow is slowly started to K-2 by 
opening flow control valve V085 (FV-15) until the desired flovrate 
to K-2 is obtained. K-2 effluent is automatically controlled by 
level control valve V070 (LV-46) . 

Processing water through the SOS requires opening the isolation 
valves for that portion of the system and starting the DWC Booster 
pump. These actions will allow 15 gpm to be processed through the 
SDS. For a detailed description of the SDS see reference 12. 

Normal Operation 

Normal operation of the system is in one of the oodes shown in 
Table 1 of Section 1.4. The oode of operation is chosen based on 
vhat source is to b� processed and what the particulate and 
radioactivity concentrations of the sources are. 

3. 4 Shutdown 

The steps to bring the system to a shutdo�� condition are basically 
the reverse of the startup procedure. The ion exchanger flow is 
brought to zero gradually by remote operation of upstream control 
valve V085 (FV-15) . Correspondingly, level control valve V070 
(LV-�6) will gradually ter�inate flow from K-2. After termination 
of flow the inlet isolation valve V069 is closed and the P-7 air 
supply isolation valve is closed. If the SDS is in use, the booster 
pump is switched off and isolation valves Vlll, Vl39, and Vl02 are 
closed. Following this, the well pumpR are switched off and the 
pump isolation valves and the :ross-tie valves are closed. 

3. 5 Draining 

The majority of the sygtem can be drair.ed to the spent fuel pool. 
The filter canisters can not be drained, since they are submerged in 
the SFP. The piping to/from penetrations R-524 and R-539 must be 
drained to the Auxiliary Building sump since the penetration 
elevation is below the spent fuel pool water level. The DWC ion 
exchanger K-2 can be pumped out to either source, FTC or SFP, or to 
the reactor coolant bleed tanka via a portion of the SDS. A switch 
is provided to override t�e low level switch for pumping out K-2. 

3. � Refilling 

The fully drained system may be �efilled in the same manner that the 12 system was initially !illed. A partially drained system �sy be 
refilled by using either the back f!ush system (see section 3. 7) or 
the well pumps (see section 3. 2). 

3. 7 Infrequent Operations 

Flus�ng of the system may be performed when the internal 
contamination level gets high or prior to internal maintenance 

:work. The system is ahutdown (aee Section 3. 4) prior to flushing. 
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One flushing option is gravity flush froQ SPC-T-4. Borated water is 
stored in the charging water storage tank, SPC-T-4, located at the 
347 ft. elevation in the Fuel Handling Building. This tank is 
connected to the DWCS. Either filter train =ay be flushed without 
stopping flow through the· other. 

Flushing may be accomplished by opening one of the inlet valves from 
the flushing system (depending on which portion of the system is to 
be flushed) and then routing the flow to the fuel transfer canal or 
the spent fuel pool. After sufficient time has been allowed to 
flush the systeQ, the inlet valve from the flushing system is 
closed, and the system is then restarted following the procedures in 
Section 3.2. 

Transient Operations 

The results of loss of pumps or filter train oisalign�ent are flows 
not returning to the prop�r source. Ho�ever, since this is the 
normal operational mode of the ayste� an� since the sources are 
connected by the fuel transfer tubes, the results of theae 
transients are negligible. Vent ot· drain valve mlsoperatioo would 
have the same effect as a line break (see section 4.5) but could be 
more readily rectified. 

4.0 CASUALTY £V��TS AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES 

4.1 Loss of Power 

A loss of power to any porti�n of the system would shut that portion 
of the system down. No adverse conditions would result. 

4.2 Loss of Instrumentation/Instrument Air 

Loss of instrumentation would hamper operations due to loss of 
monitoring capability but no adverse conditions would result and the 
system could be safely shut down until the problem is resolved. 

Loss of a single instrument channel will result in the loss of 
indication for that channe� and, for those channels that have 
control features a flow mismatch. This flow mismatch will result in 
an automatic shutdown of the affected portion of the system. 

Loss of either the spent fuel pool or FTC level monitoring system 
will be noted when compared with the other. The readings should 
normally be the same since both water bodies are in communicdtion 
via the fuel transfer tubes. Neither system has control features. 

Loss of instrument air will take the individual components to their 
fail safe position. Flow misaatches induced by loss of air will 
result in automatic trips. 

On loss of instrument air, level control to the ion exchanger would 
be lost. But both the inlet isolation valve V069 and the outlet 
level control valve V070 (LV-46) vould fail closed isolating the ion 

:exchanger. 
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4. 3 Deleted 

4. 4 Filter H�dia Rupture 

A failure of the filter media in the canister could potentially 
release fuel fines to the ion exchange portion of the system. The 
SDS ic equipped with a cand prefilter which hLs borosilicate glass 
to control reactivity (see ref. 12) and the DWC filter canister post 
filter precedes owe ion exchanger K-2. There are differential 
pressure g3uges supplied on the filters to determine if tney are 
loading. Loading of the SDS prefilter or the filter canister post 
filter could indicate ruptured fit�er media. 

The recovery procedure is to isolate the filter trains and find the 
r�ptured filter by observing the differeatial pressure versus flow 
for each individual canister. Louer differential pressure for a 
given flo� will indicate that this filter is ruptured. That 
canister or canisters and the post filter cartridge and/or SDS sand 
filter would be replaced and the system restarted. 

4. 5 Line and Hose Break 

If a r'-')ture occured in the system, the pWllps could deliver fuel 
transfer canal and/or spent fuel pool water to the Fuel Handling 
Building or the Reactor Building. This action would lower the level 
in the canal and the pool. A drop of one inch in canal/pool level 
is approximately equivalent to 1250 gal. A level loss would be 
detected and alarmed (see setpoints section 2.2) by at least one of 
the two redundant level �onitors provided for the canal/pool. The 
operator would then shut the system down. 

Process water hoses are employ�d in three services in this system; 
filter canister inlet/outlet, skimmers to well pumps, and downstream 
of penetration R-539. 

If a filter canister inlet/outlet hose ruptures, that canister will 
be isolated and the hose replaced. Since these hoses are submerged 
in the SFP, this results in no net water loss. 

If a hose connecting the skimmer (U-7 or U-8) to the well pumps 
breaks, then the ability to surface skim will be hampered or lost, 
but pump capacity will not be deminished nor will there be a loss of 
water. 

If the hose on the FTC return line downstream of penetration R-539 
breaks, then process water will be lost to the Reactor Building 
suop. The resulting loss in level would be detected and alarmed by 
the canal/pool monitors. This hose is steel armored to minimize 
accidental damage. Check valves V-235A/B are provided to prevent 
siphoning the FTC if the hose (or connecting line) breaks. 

Furthermore, the normal r�turn path is to the SFP; thus this bose is 
not normally used. When not in use this hose will be isolated by 
�losing valves Vll7A/B and V099 to minimize the effect of a hose 
break. 

"---------·--------·- -----
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A break on the P-JA/B discharge line which uses penetration k-524 jz. 
would cause process water to be lost to either the Reactor Building 
or the Fuel Handling Building. The water loss would be detected 
both by a decrease in the monitored flowrate returned to the fuel 
pool or fuel transfer canal and also by the drop in fuel_pool and/or 
transfer canal level. When the·fuel transfer canal pumps, P-JA/B, lz. 
are not in use, the discharge valves V002A/B and valve SF-VlOJ 
should be closed. This would prevent a syphoning of the FTC when 
the pumps are not in use. 

5.0 SYSTEM HAlNT����CE 

The �nintcnance procedures are the recom�ended practices and intervals as 
described by the equipment vendors. This section will be expanded as 
equipoent selection is finalized. 

6.0 TESTING 

6.1 Hydrostatic Testing 

All r.iping and hose will be hydrostatically pressure tested. 
Testing of hose will be done after couplings have been attached. 
Pipe will be tested outside the buildings. 

6.2 Leak Testing 

All accessible connections will be initial service leak tested after 
the piping is assembled. 

6.3 Instrument Testing 

All instrum�nts will be calibrated by vendors. Complete 
electric/pneumatic loop ve�ification will be done during start-up. 

7.0 H� FACTORS 

Filter canister hoses are coded for quick identification of inlet versus 
outll'!t. 

Extensive use of hoses is made, especially in the Reactor Building, 
allowing quick installation and use of existing radiation shielding. 
Hoses expected to be frequently disconnected are equipped with quick 
disconnect co�plings for ease of removal and replacement. 

The following human factors guidelines have been lncorporated into the 
design of the DWCS control panel: 

0 

0 

. · 

The panel includes all controls and displays required for normal 
operation. 

Displays provide immediate feedback that the system bas responded 
appropriately to an operator's action • 
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Controls and displays are laid-out for a left to right flow path. 

Mimic lines are used to clarify flow paths. 
Control devices are mounted to 3 to o feet above the floor. 

Each control device has a nameplate. 

Light bulbs are replaceable from the front of the panel. 

Recorders are grouped on the right side of tl.e panel away from the 
flow path. 

Adjustments to recorders and con�rollers can be performed from the 
front of the panel. 
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